
THE JEALOUS GOD 
Directed by Steven Woodcock

Starring: Denise Welch, 
Chloe Newsome, Jason

Merrells, Roy Walker, Mairead
Carty, Andrew Dunn

Rated – 12A  92 Minutes

February 20th brings the DVD release of this overlooked British
film. Set in the 1960s, this morality tale weaves a romance that
gets tangled up in a triangle of family, religion and passion.
This is one of those crafty little films that manages to get under
your skin. It is absolutely worth a look on DVD if you weren’t
able to find it at a cinema near you.

LOS DEBUTANTES 
Directed by Andres Waissbluth

Starring: Antonella Rios,
Nestor Cantillana, 

Juan Pablo Miranda
Rated – 18  114 Minutes

From Revolver Entertainment comes a Chilean film that probably
flew under your radar when it was recently released on DVD. This
critically acclaimed film simmers throughout with a three-tiered
structure reminiscent of “Rashomon” and a style that harkens back
to Tarantino’s first few films.  Dark and intense, “Los Debutantes”
comes to a boil in the final scenes. It makes for a thrilling DVD
rental and you should make an effort to seek it out if you missed
the limited cimama run.

24:  SEASON 4 
Directed by Brad Turner

Starring: Kiefer Sutherland,
Reiko Aylesworth, Carlos

Bernard, Kim Raver, Dennis
Haysbert, Mia Kirshner 

Rated – 15  24 Episodes

Jack Bauer is back to save the world one more time in the fourth
season of “24”. Just when you think this series has pushed the
envelope as far as possible, it takes it one step further. The cast is
uniformly superb. The editing and overlapping storyline is handled
to perfection. And the tension never relents as Jack heads towards
yet another astonishing conclusion. Season 5 will hit TV screens this
month, so you will have to catch up with this great DVD Box Set.
But be warned… This series is more addictive than drugs!

LOST:  SEASON 1 
Directed by J.J. Abrams
Starring: Matthew Fox,

Evangeline Lilly, Naveen
Andrews, Dominic Monaghan,

Kim Yun-jin, Maggie Grace,
Emilie de Ravin

Rated – 15  24 Epsiodes

The mysterious cult phenomenon that has captivated millions on the
small screen gets the full treatment on DVD in a Deluxe Box Set with
hours of deleted scenes, featurettes, audition tapes and commentaries.
But the real treasures are the episodes themselves. This is one of the
very best TV shows of the decade and if you are not already hooked,
you will be if you sit through just one episode. This is one of the
best DVD buys of the month. Make room on the shelf now!

WOLF CREEK 
Directed by Greg McLean

Starring: John Jarratt,
Cassandra Magrath, Andy

McPhee, Kestie Morassi
Rated – 18
96 Minutes

This Australian import is a cold-blooded film that has virtually
no redeeming value. Even hardcore horror fans will find some
of the scenes tasteless. One gets the feeling that this film takes
pleasure with its horrific nature. It shouldn’t. It crosses that
imaginary line into brutal exploitation. 
Steer clear at all costs.
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WHAT MAKES AN OSCAR WINNER?  
Anjel ica Huston l i kes  to keep i t  in  the fami ly.

The build up to the biggest party of the year is fast approaching, where the most glamorous names in show
business will gather to show off their designer clothes, their sparkling jewellery and their most outrageous
acceptance speeches as some of them get ready to walk off with the most coveted awards in the industry- it can
only mean the Oscars. In preparation for the big night, this February, film channel TCM (Turner Classic
Movies) celebrates the 78th Academy Awards Ceremony, with one of its most popular annual seasons, 28 Days
of Oscar. Every day for an entire month, in the run up to the ceremony on Sunday 5th March 2006, TCM features the biggest stars,
the best films and the most gifted directors who have either won or been nominated for the most coveted golden statue. This year’s
host for the season is the Oscar-winning actress, Anjelica Huston, who introduces some of her personal favourites every Tuesday at
3pm and Sunday at 9pm. Along with her grandfather, Walter Huston and her father, John Huston, Anjelica has achieved unique
Oscar history by being one of just two families to boast three generations of winners, matched only by the Coppolas. To see which
films and movie stars have earned their Oscars join TCM every day in February from 1pm. 
The 78th Annual Academy Awards can be seen on Sky One on Monday 6th March. 
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